Rider-5
Electric Service Solar Rider
GoSolar Shares
(Formerly Bright Tucson Community Solar™)

APPLICABILITY
Rider-5 is for individually metered Customers who wish to participate in the GoSolar Shares program. Under Rider-5, Customers will be able to purchase shares of electricity from solar generation sources. Participation in Rider-5 is limited in the Company's sole discretion to the amount of solar generation available and subscription will be made on a first come, first served basis. In order to maximize subscription under Rider-5, TEP may limit the amount of solar share energy purchased by individual Customers.

Rider-5 available prior to July 1, 2013 is further restricted to Customers being served under one of the following rates in effect at that time:

1) Residential Lifeline Discount, Rate R-06-01
2) Residential Electric Service, Rate R-01
3) Small General Service, Rate GS-10
4) Large General Service, Rate LGS-13
5) Municipal Service, Rate PS-40

Rider-5 effective after July 1, 2013 but before February 27, 2017 is further restricted to Customers being served under one of the following rates in effect at that time:

1) Residential Electric Service, Rate R-01
2) Small General Service, Rate GS-10
3) Large General Service, Rate LGS-13

Rider-5 effective after February 27, 2017 but before September 20, 2018 is further restricted to Customers being served under one of the following rates in effect at that time:

1) Residential Electric Service, Rate RES
2) Small General Service, Rate SGS
3) Medium General Service, Rate MGS
4) Large General Service, Rate LGS

Rider-5 effective after September 20, 2018 is further restricted to Customers being served under one of the following rates in effect at that time:

1) Residential Electric Service, Rate RES
2) Small General Service, Rate SGS
3) Medium General Service, Rate MGS

Customers being served under self-generation riders or plans may not purchase power under Rider-5 including, but not limited to Rider-4 Net Metering for Certain Partial Requirements Service (NM-PRS).

RATE
Customers can contract for a portion or up to their average annual usage in solar shares of 150 kilowatt hours (kWh) each. Delivery charges will be applied to all energy delivered, including energy delivered under Rider-5. The Customer is responsible for paying (each month) all charges incurred under their applicable rate, and the total solar energy contracted for multiplied by the applicable solar share energy rate. Any demand based charges under the Customer’s current rate will not be affected by elections under Rider-5. No discounts specified in any of the above-listed tariffs will apply to this rider. The rates are shown in the TEP Statement of Charges.
TEP STATEMENT OF CHARGES
For all additional charges and assessments approved by the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) see the TEP Statement of Charges which is available on TEP's website at www.tep.com.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
The standard Rules and Regulations of the Company as on file with the ACC shall apply where not inconsistent with this rider.

TAX CLAUSE
To the charges computed under this rider, including any adjustments, shall be added the applicable proportionate part of any taxes or governmental impositions which are or may in the future be assessed on the basis of gross revenues of the Company and/or the price or revenue from the electric energy or service sold and/or the volume of energy generated or purchased for sale and/or sold hereunder.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1) Customers may contract for a portion or up to their average annual usage in solar shares of 150 kWh. If Customer’s annual average usage is not available, TEP will apply the appropriate class average. This limit can be reviewed annually at the request of the Customer.

2) Each solar share’s energy rate will be maintained for twenty years from the date of purchase. For the purposes of the twenty year energy rate, solar shares will be attributed to the Customer’s original service address. Transfer of service under Rider-5 is prohibited. Should the Customer cancel service for any reason, his or her subscription under Rider-5 will expire.

3) Customers may add or delete solar shares once within a twelve month period. Any addition of solar shares will be at the then offered solar share energy rate.

4) Solar shares will be applied to the actual energy usage each month. Electricity used in excess of the purchased solar shares will be billed at the Customer’s regular Base Fuel and PPFAC rates. If electricity usage is below the amount covered by the solar share(s), then the excess kWhs will be rolled forward and credited against the Customer’s usage in the following month. The Customer will still be responsible for the full cost of the share(s) each month.

Customers will be credited for the balance of any excess kWhs annually, or on their final bill should the Customer terminate service under Rider-5. Each year, for the bills produced in October (September usage), TEP will credit Customers their excess kWhs after netting and reset their balance to zero. Credit for excess kWhs will be at the energy rate of the oldest solar share.

5) All contracted solar share kWhs and associated charges in a billing month will be excluded from the calculation of PPFAC and REST charges and/or credits.